
Performance
Ultra reliable - incorporates electronic level sensing with no moving 
parts 

Whisper quiet - reliably removes condensate 

Multi port - upto 6 condensate lines

Impact resistant - exceptionally high durability

Fit fast - floor or wall mounted

Tel: +44 (0)1932 355277
Email: info@charlesausten.com
Web: www.bluediamondpump.com

The MultiTank is favoured among architects and design consultants and is available 
for using with either MegaBlue™ or MaxiBlue™ pumps. The tank incorporates an 
energy efficient solid state level sensor which eliminates the use of moving 
floats - which often become stuck. By manifolding a number of fan coil units 
into the 1.5L MultiTank, it offers the installer complete flexibility surrounding any multi-unit 
installation.

Installation ideas

Application ideas

MaxiBlue™

MegaBlue™

MultiTank
connecting multiple lines into

one BlueDiamondTM

MultiTank can prevent installation difficulties against centrifugal tank pumps 
which don’t have the ability to run dry.  By incorporating either the MaxiBlue™ or
MegaBlue™ the user can prevent regular service call-outs to peristaltic tank units that 
have split tubes or worn gearboxes.
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MultiTank
connecting multiple lines into

one BlueDiamondTM

Specifying MultiTank

Revolutionary Sensory Technology

MultiTank - Connecting multiple lines into one BlueDiamond™

SAFETY WARNINGS
• Always ensure that the MultiTank is secured and cannot be 

knocked over.
• It is essential that MultiTank is installed level
• Temperature range 0-40 C
• Integral fail safe alarm.
• Alarm shuts AC off in fault mode, restarts when clear

  Option 1: MultiTank with MaxiBlue™ - 14 litres/hour
 

 
   

  Option 2: MultiTank with MegaBlue™- 50 litres/hour
  

Manufactured by

S30-271/1

Thermistor Technology
With no moving parts the MultiTank offers a reliable alternative to
stuck or sunken float switches. Incorporating our patented and 
proven thermistor technology the hi-low solid state level sensor 
only runs the pump when condensate is produced. With no 
moving parts to become clogged or stuck it is an ideal alternative  
to existing float switches.

Designed for high lift applications (8m) the MultiTank and 
MaxiBlue™ make an ideal combination. Quiet enough 
for ceiling mounting and powerful enough for remote location
makes a wide  variety of installation possibilities a lot faster 
and simpler.

Offering exceptional performance the MegaBlue™ can remove 
condensate far away and fast. With a head of 20m (6 storeys!) 
the MultiTank with MegaBlue ™can be used as a remote central 
collection point for condensate drainage.


